#hcsm - January 26, 2014
6:00

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
Welcome to (#hcsm) healthcare communications & social media. If you're joining tonight, please introduce yourself!
(@danamlewis moderating)
6:00

Gnosis Media Group@GnosisArts
#hcsm: marcomm practices in healthcare. Mod: @HealthSocMed When: Sun 8:00pm CST. #tweetchatshappeningnow
6:01

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
We will assume all tweets within #hcsm during following hour are your own & not those of your employers (unless
specifically declared).
6:02

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
Hello @danamlewis and @HealthSocMed. Happy Sunday! #hcsm
6:02

georgemargelis@georgemargelis
Hi George Margelis doc from Sydney Australia joining in #hcsm
6:02

Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore
Erin from Cincinnati, happy to be joining tonight! #hcsm
6:03

Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
Hello Everyone, Andrew Lopez, RN from #NewJersey, #Healthcare #Tweetchat #Enthusiast #nurseup #hcsm
6:03

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@HealthSocMed @danamlewis #hcsm Yinka Medical scientist
6:03

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
hello #hcsm community : ) ...ready for another week?
6:03

Lauren@laurencstill
I still haven't adjusted to #hcsm being so early. Lauren, from SF, #healthIT startup developer, regulations wonk, device
engineer.
6:03

Esther Choo@choo_ek
Hello. Esther Choo here from Rhode Island for #hcsm
6:03

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@danamlewis @mahoneyr #hcsm Hi Dana! Long time!
6:04

Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
We meet again :) RT @YinkaVidal: @HealthSocMed @danamlewis #hcsm Yinka Medical scientist

6:04

DrFay@DrFayOnline
#hcsm Hi all and happy to join the discussion.
6:04

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@nursefriendly #hcsm Hi Andrew!
6:04

MeredithGould@MeredithGould
<multi-tasking from Baltimore. #hcsm
6:04

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
Welcome, everyone, to #hcsm! Special hi to any first-timers joining tonight :), and of course our friendly lurkers. Tweet in
anytime!
6:04

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
Sounds ominous @jchevinsky #hcsm
6:05

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
Hey hey, I arrive on time before the GF food goes, multitasking sunday from Boston after surviving hospital/UCI stay this
week #hcsm
6:05

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal

@jchevinsky #hcsm Wow! Here are many familiar faces, Jen Esther. Hi to all!
6:05

Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
I am seeing some familiar faces :) RT @jchevinsky: hello #hcsm community : ) ...ready for another week?
6:05

DrFay@DrFayOnline
Hi Andrew, Esther, Jennifer! Good to see you. #hcsm
6:05

Amy Walsh@docamyewalsh
Hi all, Amy from St. Paul, MN #hcsm
6:05

SegueHealth @SegueHealth
US, UK sign bilateral health IT accord via @HITNewsTweet ow.ly/sXZP2 @Perficient_HC @ONC_HealthIT
@FierceHealthIT @GovHIT #hcsm
6:05

Claire Crossley@ClaireSMBB
Claire from Toronto, ready for another #hcsm chat, good evening!
6:05

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
I'm going to see if some increased raw computing power helps me keep up with #hcsm chat this week.
6:05

MeredithGould@MeredithGould
Tweeps: next hour I'll be at #hcsm chat. Mute me or join in if you're interested in healthcare social media.
6:05

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@mahoneyr @jchevinsky #hcsm Hi Robert.
6:06

The 2x2 Project@the2x2project
Hello! We're the 2x2 project from Columbia University's Mailman School of Public Health, looking forward to this week's
#hcsm discussion
6:06

Real Talk Dr. Offutt@RTwithDrOffutt
@HealthSocMed Hi everyone - I am MD and Mom using #hcsm (twitter, tumblr, pheed, blogger) to reach #teens about their
health
6:06

T2D Research@T2DRemission
Michael Massing, checking in to #hcsm, and pleased to note that #diabetes news this week touches on #poverty and #urban
#design.
6:06

Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis
Welcome to #hcsm, all! <--Dana Lewis, #hcsm founder/moderator, thinker | doer | teacher of health & digital things.
6:06

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@bacigalupe #hcsm Glad you survived your ICU stay!

6:06

April Foreman@DocForeman
@deseraestage Good to see you here. :) #hcsm
6:07

DrFay@DrFayOnline
@nursefriendly @choo_ek @bacigalupe Similar crew on #hcsm
6:07

Amy Gleason@ThePatientsSide
Hi all. Amy joining in for #hcsm chat
6:07

Dese'Rae L. Stage@deseraestage
@DocForeman I have good listening ears. #hcsm
6:07

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
We'll get started with topic 1 (T1) in just a few minutes. Remember if you jump in to #hcsm later to introduce yourself!
6:07

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@DocForeman @deseraestage #hcsm Hi April!
6:07

Dan Goldman@danielg280
Gd Evening. Dan Goldman, Lawyer at Mayo Clinic. My Bruins (UCLA) are on TV, so I will b a bit distracted tonight....

#hcsm
6:08

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
FYI - some Twitter 3rd party tools are slow tonight, hang with us and/or use multiple to see all the tweets. #hcsm
6:08

kstansberry@kstansberry
Katie Stansberry, health comm. & PR researcher, prof. at @uakron. Joining #hcsm after being away for way too long.
6:08

DrFay@DrFayOnline
@the2x2project Good to see you on #hcsm
6:08

MeredithGould@MeredithGould
#hcsm Oh, intros: sociolgist, digital strategist, longtime healthcare communications pro, #epatient, super interested in #eol &
#hpm
6:08

Bill Long, MD, FAAP@Docbluebird
Hi, Bill Long, pediatrician, dad, joining in #hcsm tonight
6:08

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
Can't help thinking this plays off of "see 1, do 1, teach 1" mentality in medicine. Except you, apparently, think one.
@danamlewis #hcsm
6:08

Dese'Rae L. Stage@deseraestage
@HealthSocMed Definitely having some trouble with tchat.io. #hcsm
6:09

DrFay@DrFayOnline
@jchevinsky Hi Jennifer! Glad to see you on #hcsm
6:09

Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis
@mahoneyr yes. sometimes one has to imagine before it can be seen by others :) #hcsm
6:09

Marissa Lo@marissawylo
Hi, everyone. I'm Marissa, an occupational therapy student in Canada #hcsm
6:09

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
No time for slow third-party #hcsm tools.
6:09

Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis
@deseraestage same here re: tchat.io. using a mix tonight. #hcsm
6:10

Benjamin Brown@BMB656
Benjamin Brown - leading social @Carolinas HealthCare System. Pleasure to attend! #hcsm
6:10

Megan Ranney MD MPH@meganranney
Hello friends! Megan from #rhodeisland, ER doc & #mhealth researcher #hcsm
6:10

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
TOPIC 1 - "Rating" providers - do providers respond to feedback (via ratings) differently online versus HCAHPS data?
Should they? #hcsm
6:10

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
@DrFayOnline Nice to see you too! Great to connect with the #bioethx-ers in another context! #hcsm
6:10

DrFay@DrFayOnline
@DocForeman how are you! #hcsm good to see you again!
6:11

Dese'Rae L. Stage@deseraestage
@MeredithGould @danamlewis Can you pull in a feed for just a hashtag? #hcsm
6:11

April Foreman@DocForeman
@DrFayOnline Doing well, thanks! Glad I could be here. :) How are you? #hcsm
6:11

Dementia Book Club@Dembkclub
Dementia Bk Club with special interest in promoting/encouraging reading, writing about #dementia & raising awareness.
#HCSM #MFA

6:11

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
Signing in from Manila! Hi to all Gia here sorry for coming in late #hcsm
6:11

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
T1 Absoultely. HCAHPS data is much harder to parse. Tell me individually what you think. Well, not just now, that is...
#hcsm @HealthSocMed
6:11

Lauren@laurencstill
@BMB656 Hey there! Welcome! @Carolinas #hcsm
6:12

MeredithGould@MeredithGould
@deseraestage Set up a #hcsm column and you'll get all tweets tagged that way
6:12

Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
T1 Hmmmmm, I need a reference site on that one. Business to Business, or #consumer ratings? #hcsm
6:12

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@jchevinsky @DrFayOnline #hcsm Jen are you ready for tomorrow #bioethx chat?
6:12

April Foreman@DocForeman

@HealthSocMed Depends on the feedback, depends on the situation. #hcsm
6:12

DrFay@DrFayOnline
@giasison Hi Gina! High 5! #hcsm
6:12

Dese'Rae L. Stage@deseraestage
@MeredithGould Tried it last week, and it didn't work. Surprisingly easy this time. Thank you! #hcsm
6:12

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
And don't comment on my typing in my HCAHPS data. Poor, as always. #hcsm
6:13

Dese'Rae L. Stage@deseraestage
@abrewi3010 Thanks for that, Alan. #hcsm
6:13

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
RT @abrewi3010: For us newbies, what does HCAHPS stand for? #hcsm qualitynet.org/dcs/ContentSer…
6:13

MeredithGould@MeredithGould
What she tweeted RT @DocForeman: @HealthSocMed Depends on the feedback, depends on the situation. #hcsm
6:13

Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly

T1 Damn Acronymns, Point of Clarification, What is HCAHPS stand for? #hcsm
6:13

georgemargelis@georgemargelis
T1: Validated ratings which take into account multi variables are useful. I didnt like the decor of his waiting room not so
useful #hcsm
6:13

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
For more info on #hcahps- 'hospital consumer assessment of healthcare providers and systems': hcahpsonline.org/home.aspx
#hcsm
6:13

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
T1 Response to feedbacks should be consistent for transparency purposes. Sometimes inconsistent in my POV/observation
#hcsm
6:14

Lauren@laurencstill
T1: I see providers dismissing online feedback the same as those who dismiss @Glassdoor data, ie, only dissatisfied
complain. #hcsm
6:14

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
HCAHPS = Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems #hcsm
6:14

Stephanie Fischer@SDFatPhRMA
Hi, #RareDisease patient/advocate joining for the first time from DC. #hcsm Looking forward to new ideas!

6:14

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
@bacigalupe @abrewi3010 'hospital consumer assessment of healthcare providers and systems' #hcsm
6:14

Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC
#hcsm Marie tweeting in from Australia #hcsm
6:14

Amy Gleason@ThePatientsSide
T1: Seems like both sources are accepted for some things but others are chalked up to "the way it is done" regardless of
source #hcsm
6:15

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
@mahoneyr Thanks Robert! #hcsm
6:15

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@abrewi3010 #hcsm I believe this is patient survey evaluation of HCP service after discharge through affordable care
mandate by the govt
6:15

Esther Choo@choo_ek
T1: IMHO, feedback to providers as it currently exists is only helpful on the margins #hcsm
6:15

Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC

@SDFatPhRMA hi stephanie #hcsm
6:15

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
Let me put it this way, fresh after hospital stay: T1: Feedback by patients is received by doctors like I welcomed a caterer …
#hcsm
6:15

Claire Crossley@ClaireSMBB
T1 Is this similar to what in Canada we refer to as patient satisfaction surveys? #hcsm
6:15

Alan Brewington@abrewi3010
@jchevinsky @bacigalupe thanks! #hcsm
6:16

T2D Research@T2DRemission
T1 Specifically, crowded with web wishapreneurs jumping on a bandwagon. #hcsm
6:16

Esther Choo@choo_ek
#hcsm FYI re: HCAHPS hcahpsonline.org/files/August%2…
6:16

DrFay@DrFayOnline
@T2DRemission This is a good point. The data are overwhelming, lacks consistence oftentimes and rarely creates
transparency #hcsm

6:16

Holly L. Smith, MBA@hollylocks
Joining #hcsm tonight!! Sorry I'm late.
6:16

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@jchevinsky @bacigalupe @abrewi3010 #hcsm It was mandated by Affordablecare act driving healthcare providers crazy
caue it empowers patients
6:17

Dese'Rae L. Stage@deseraestage
@MeredithGould Thanks again for the suggestion. Tweetdeck is working fantastically. #hcsm
6:17

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
T1 thnk what u put in is what u get out of feedback. If explain 2 pt importance & take time 2 discuss, feedback will b more
useful #hcsm
6:17

Megan Ranney MD MPH@meganranney
Thank you :) MT @T2DRemission: T1 As epatient, haven't looked at HCP ratings in ages. Seemed dubious… #hcsm
6:17

MeredithGould@MeredithGould
T1 Ok, this sociologist finds nearly all survey instruments suspect. As an #epatient, I rely on word of mouth & personal
investigation #hcsm
6:17

Esther Choo@choo_ek

Exactly -> in the middle, expect a mix RT @mahoneyr T1 I use Yelp to choose restaurants but still have to take it with a
grain of salt #hcsm
6:18

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@mahoneyr #hcsm Hospital will also be paid affected by patients' evaluation of service/care while at the hospital
6:18

Real Talk Dr. Offutt@RTwithDrOffutt
@DrFayOnline @T2DRemission agreed. i noticed inaccuracies i tried to fix and the sites want private info (ssn) to "claim"
my profile. #hcsm
6:18

Megan Ranney MD MPH@meganranney
T1 As ER doc rarely see HCAHPS data… but I can wax poetic about the issues with Press-Ganey #hcsm
6:18

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
T1 I think we should absolutely survey patient satisfaction from hospitals, but it needs to taken together with a whole
picture. #hcsm
6:18

DrFay@DrFayOnline
@YinkaVidal @jchevinsky @bacigalupe @abrewi3010 Image that the "crazy" is 2-fold:patient empowerment & additional
data collection #hcsm
6:18

MeredithGould@MeredithGould
@deseraestage Good! I always prefer using @TweetChat or @twubs but when they don't work? Arrrgghhh! #hcsm

6:18

Helen@heltweet
@JBBC same as what she said, but my name is Helen. Hi Marie! #hcsm
6:18

April Foreman@DocForeman
@MeredithGould Yep. As a provider, I seek feedback from pts. nearly every session...On-line feedback handled f2f. #hcsm
6:18

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@mahoneyr #hcsm This is one of the major issues of patient empowerment I covered in my latest book to help improve
quality of care
6:19

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
Problem w/surveys like w/the competencies craze is that lead to reaching the minimum, reducing complexity, doing it for
the test, etc. #hcsm
6:19

Holly L. Smith, MBA@hollylocks
#hcsm in my experience our physicians are interest in what consumers are saying for ratings.
6:19

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
T1 Feedback will b importnt if can ever match incentives w quality. Vry diffcult 2 do but I still have hope! Maybe as we
perfect ACO's #hcsm
6:19

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr

I wish my car dealer's service department could be paid based on my satisfaction. I'd save tons of money! @YinkaVidal
#hcsm
6:19

Mark Salke@marksalke
@JBBC Sorry we missed Australia Day by a day! #hcsm
6:20

Lauren@laurencstill
There's a great (recent) study on the validity of self selecting, and self reported survey data, but google fails me now. #hcsm
#sadpanda
6:20

Real Talk Dr. Offutt@RTwithDrOffutt
@MeredithGould That is my gut too. Data mining from public records seems to create "profile" that you have to clain to
correct #hcsm
6:20

April Foreman@DocForeman
@MeredithGould As a pt., I have *finally* figured out more about how to pick a doctor. Would google a doc, but not for
reviews. #hcsm
6:20

T2D Research@T2DRemission
@RTwithDrOffutt @DrFayOnline Can you say "protection racket"? #hcsm
6:20

Marissa Lo@marissawylo
T1 Not familiar with HCAHPS, but constructive feedback is a great avenue and opportunity for improvement #hcsm

6:20

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
I get nervous when we equate asking pt's opinion with empowering them. So many more factors than just how they feel
@YinkaVidal #hcsm
6:20

DrFay@DrFayOnline
@choo_ek @mahoneyr This is the issue with rating: still must discern data to meet personal needs. System may be limited
in is regard. #hcsm
6:20

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
@DrFayOnline @YinkaVidal @jchevinsky @abrewi3010 it probably empower those in the data business not patients
#hcsm
6:21

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
@bacigalupe we need 2 amp up participation of IO psychologists & others 2 help with bettering surveys. Collaboration from
experts. #hcsm
6:21

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@abrewi3010 #hcsm Check out my book, I explained the merits of ACA and how it can help patients improve care
amazon.com/How-Prevent-Ho…
6:21

Esther Choo@choo_ek
Are there *ads* showing up in the #hcsm feed?

6:21

Marissa Lo@marissawylo
RT @mahoneyr HCAHPS = Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems #hcsm
6:21

Jennifer Gunter@DrJenGunter
@meganranney @T2DRemission there are companies designed to help docs boost online ratings so very suspect #hcsm
6:21

Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC
@heltweet hi helen #hcsm
6:21

MeredithGould@MeredithGould
T1 Not only do I have "issues" with the survey instruments, but the data analysis? Do not get me started! #hcsm
6:21

Alan Brewington@abrewi3010
A1 constructive feedback is only valuable if the docs/hospitals use it seems. Hopefully patients answer honestly not
emotionally #hcsm
6:22

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@choo_ek We can't control that. Ads show up in all my hashtag & search streams. #hcsm
6:22

Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis

@choo_ek if you're on twitter.com yes, you will likely see ads. not something we have control over. #hcsm
6:22

Megan Ranney MD MPH@meganranney
RT @DrJenGunter: @meganranney @T2DRemission there are companies designed to help docs boost online ratings so
very suspect #hcsm
6:22

T2D Research@T2DRemission
@DocForeman @MeredithGould I lucked out. My new podiatrist has pubs! #hcsm
6:22

Aurelia Cotta@AureliaCotta
@bacigalupe you never finished this tweet? #hcsm
6:22

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
@jchevinsky we need to amplify integrated medicine activities, not sure better psychometrically designed surveys is the
answer #hcsm
6:22

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
@ClaireSMBB Nice to see you too Claire! :) #hcsm
6:22

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
@mahoneyr @YinkaVidal Agree, complicated mix of factors. Quality in part is pt opinion/empowerment, but more to it,
good outcomes! #hcsm

6:23

PDara MD, FACP@JediPD
Ratings are over-rated! #hcsm dependent on emotions more than facts and data-mined to perfection for others.
6:23

Aurelia Cotta@AureliaCotta
@bacigalupe also, you dared to give feedback to a doctor while you were still in the building? Brave soul #hcsm
6:23

Jennifer Gunter@DrJenGunter
Ratings then lead to ways to jury rig the system, extra opioids in ER has been described #hcsm
6:23

Holly L. Smith, MBA@hollylocks
#hcsm T1 it is hard to directly tie HCAHPS to a provider, thus at times physicians can be less engaged.
6:23

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@bacigalupe @DrFayOnline @jchevinsky @abrewi3010 In healthcare we don't want to be measured cause care is so
subjective. Other ways? #hcsm
6:23

OneGrenouille@onegrenouille
T1 - me epatient - see results on floors hospital quieter nights, staff introducing themselves, more gloves, MDs same #hcsm
6:24

bacigalupe@bacigalupe

@AureliaCotta Oh, I did finished that twit, preserving my dignity ;) #hcsm
6:24

Lauren@laurencstill
Amen! RT @MeredithGould T1 Not only do I have "issues" with the survey instruments, but the data analysis? Do not get
me started! #hcsm
6:24

April Foreman@DocForeman
@T2DRemission @MeredithGould I'm about to go to a new PCP...Not thrilled w/ her on-line, but giving it a shot based on
recommendation. #hcsm
6:24

GNU/rigel@RigelMD
@bacigalupe @jchevinsky by integrated medicine you mean like wraparound care? Or like acupuncture? #hcsm
6:24

Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
@bacigalupe @jchevinsky Could be #hcsm
6:24

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
@bacigalupe It would be great if we could get both! Need better integration of med, but also better ways to measure! #hcsm
6:24

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
I think we as providers need to satisfy pt expectations but much more to quality care than just that. @jchevinsky
@YinkaVidal #hcsm

6:24

Megan Ranney MD MPH@meganranney
Totally true. RT @DrJenGunter: Ratings then lead to ways to jury rig the system, extra opioids in ER has been described
#hcsm
6:24

Esther Choo@choo_ek
.@DrJenGunter Yes; Have to consider who is most motivated to respond (positively or negatively) #hcsm
6:24

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@jchevinsky @mahoneyr #hcsm Thanks Jennifer! I know I can count on your support for quality improvement for patients
6:25

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
@YinkaVidal @DrFayOnline @jchevinsky @abrewi3010 lot of measurement adds burden on provider but don't see gain
for patient #hcsm IMHO
6:25

Aurelia Cotta@AureliaCotta
@bacigalupe so did they ever figure out what was wrong? Are you alright? #hcsm
6:25

MeredithGould@MeredithGould
@DocForeman @T2DRemission <sigh> Some look great online/on paper & are horrendous when it comes to pt care.
#hcsm
6:25

OneGrenouille@onegrenouille

@DrJenGunter is it bad to jerry rig a system if what the survey is asking about is helpful to pts? #hcsm
6:26

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
@giasison @jchevinsky good point, if we were to integrate some of what epatients are doing into the healthcare activity,
empowering #hcsm
6:26

Helen@heltweet
@marksalke @JBBC its hot HOT hot here, #tothebeach 4 most peeps. Planning a wedding anniversary Beach sunset +
#champagne myself. #hcsm
6:26

T2D Research@T2DRemission
@meganranney @DrJenGunter Oy, I hadn't even thought about gaming the "system," but of course! #hcsm
6:26

Jennifer Gunter@DrJenGunter
@choo_ek I think ratings are best for truly measurable statistics/outcomes #hcsm
6:26
6:26

April Foreman@DocForeman
@MeredithGould @T2DRemission I got a good PCP referral when I moved here, but sent Dh to him...Wanted my own doc
and got this ref. #hcsm
6:26

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
@bacigalupe @YinkaVidal @DrFayOnline @abrewi3010 Dnt thnk needs 2 b the HCP doing measuring. Like addition of
scribe for documentation #hcsm

6:26

April Foreman@DocForeman
@MeredithGould @T2DRemission Quite honestly, I don't think I got someone w/ much experience. Just openings. #hcsm
6:26

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
Great T1 discussion - moving in to T2 in a minute! #hcsm
6:27

Jennifer Gunter@DrJenGunter
@onegrenouille yes, bc the companies that do it target lists provided by docs of likely satisfied patients #hcsm
6:27

Mark Salke@marksalke
Welcome to the chat! RT @herbaronowMD: Hello #hcsm! Herb Aronow, cardiologist from Ann Arbor, MI tuning in...
6:27

April Foreman@DocForeman
@MeredithGould @T2DRemission Although I am checking her out on-line and will have initial appt. soon. #hcsm
6:27

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@MeredithGould @DocForeman @T2DRemission #hcsm That's why we need to teach patients to evaluate care NOT
cosmetics of the hospital
6:27

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson

@bacigalupe @giasison @jchevinsky YES! This is what I was writing earlier today. Integrating epatients int the paradigm
shift #hcsm
6:28

Patrick D. Herron@patrickdherron
Jumping in late tonight - Patrick from @EinsteinMed #hcsm
6:28

Alan Brewington@abrewi3010
@bacigalupe @YinkaVidal @DrFayOnline @jchevinsky there has to be a way to create a positive measurement that
benefits the system #hcsm
6:28

Lauren@laurencstill
@DrJenGunter @choo_ek can you folks start Rx'ing a Stats101 course for patients? It would go a long way, in both life and
healthcare. #hcsm
6:28

DrFay@DrFayOnline
@jchevinsky @bacigalupe @YinkaVidal @abrewi3010 If not the HCP, then who? #hcsm
6:28

Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@YinkaVidal @bacigalupe @DrFayOnline @jchevinsky @abrewi3010 Much of what saves lives, happens behind the
scenes, #patients never see #hcsm
6:28

Mark Salke@marksalke
Welcome! RT @patrickdherron: Jumping in late tonight - Patrick from @EinsteinMed #hcsm

6:28

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
T1 I do think medicine has a long history of believing that "if we do what's right for the patient, their opinion isn't as
important." #hcsm
6:28

Bobby Ghaheri, MD@DrGhaheri
Jumping in late for a bit. #hcsm
6:28

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@bacigalupe @giasison @jchevinsky Paradigm shift in HC from "noncompliant patient" to "Here's my #pgen/#qs data, let's
collaborate" #hcsm
6:29

Jennifer Gunter@DrJenGunter
@laurencstill @choo_ek stats matter but they also don't if you are that 1% then it's 100% for u... #hcsm
6:29

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
TOPIC 2 - Words matter. Sometimes med terminology carries stigma. What is impact of terms like compliance &
adherence, for pts & HCPs? #hcsm
6:29

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
@abrewi3010 @bacigalupe @YinkaVidal @DrFayOnline Agreed. Just bc we havnt perfected the measuring or who
measures, doesnt mean give up #hcsm
6:29

Real Talk Dr. Offutt@RTwithDrOffutt
@YinkaVidal @MeredithGould @DocForeman @T2DRemission Agreed - too many "health" $s spent on physical plant,
when patients need them. #hcsm
6:30

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@herbaronowMD Welcome! So glad to see another AnnArborite & Michigander here! Building up quite a crew :) #hcsm
6:30

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@nursefriendly @bacigalupe @DrFayOnline @jchevinsky @abrewi3010 #hcsm I agree Andrew. At times govt needs to
bring out the whipping rod!
6:30

Esther Choo@choo_ek
.@laurencstill @DrJenGunter Awesome question. I will look for one, but onus should not be on patients to learn stats!
#hcsm
6:30

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
@AureliaCotta #hcsm that was probably the only healthy part at the time, the soul, better trust it once in a while :)
6:30

Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC
T2 reinforces a patriarchal relationship #hcsm
6:30

Valerie Merahn Simon@ValerieSimon
True, but can offer a valuable benchmark MT @JediPD: Ratings over-rated! ow.ly/sYb4n #HCSM

6:30

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
@DrFayOnline @bacigalupe @YinkaVidal @abrewi3010 Largr hospitals employ Industrial/organizational psych's who
study science of surveys #hcsm
6:30

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@HealthSocMed OMG, that's what I was writing about earlier today. Small world. #hcsm
6:31

Real Talk Dr. Offutt@RTwithDrOffutt
@danamlewis Always struck by Chief "Complaint" or "patient complains of.." We don't mean it negatively, but it sounds
judgmental. #hcsm
6:31

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
@danamlewis T2 adherence and compliance imply stigma already #hcsm
6:31

Jennifer Gunter@DrJenGunter
@meganranney @laurencstill @choo_ek I had a condition with an 86% good outcome, when u r in the 14% it changes your
view #hcsm
6:31

Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC
@pfanderson or some kind of collective consciousness ;-) #hcsm
6:31

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr

T2 I've stopped using "non-compliant" when I can. Pt's don't have to comply with me. But if they don't "adhere" I'll note
that, too. #hcsm
6:31

PDara MD, FACP@JediPD
Always communicate at the level of understanding. #hcsm
6:31

Lauren@laurencstill
@DrJenGunter @choo_ek absolutely, but there's so much aversion to leading with statistics based on misunderstanding of
data #hcsm
6:32

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
Pubmed Search: (non-compliance OR non-compliant OR noncompliance OR noncompliant OR adherence OR nonadherence) patient outcomes #hcsm
6:32

Mark Salke@marksalke
Been a while. Good to see ya. RT @DrGhaheri: Jumping in late for a bit. #hcsm
6:32

Bobby Ghaheri, MD@DrGhaheri
T2: words like compliance and adherence just turn people off. It's too "governmenty". #hcsm
6:32

Bryan Vartabedian@Doctor_V
@HealthSocMed Thought it was generally accepted that patients adhered, not complied #hcsm

6:32

OneGrenouille@onegrenouille
+1 @heltweet similar to schemes 4 rewrding Teachrs via students/parent fdbck: Systems driven,but maybe +ve's 4 pts
#hcsm
6:32

Marissa Lo@marissawylo
@mahoneyr Great point. Shift from the traditional medical model to a biopsychosocial one has involved the client more
#hcsm
6:32

Jeanette Anderson@jeanettegtf
T1 #hcsm Good on a survey based on pt opinion and priority. The rating could be very different based on pt expectations
(1/2)
6:32

Real Talk Dr. Offutt@RTwithDrOffutt
@bacigalupe @danamlewis T2 Is it stigma? Or is it partnership? Patient has to do their part too. #hcsm
6:33

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@jchevinsky @DrFayOnline @bacigalupe @abrewi3010 #hcsm Hopefully in a few years will see the merits of the survey
regarding quality of care
6:33

Health_IT_India@Health_IT_India
Wireless Brain Implant Aims To Give Paralyzed Power Over Their Limbs dlvr.it/4nSx4R #hcsm via @nrip
6:33

Alan Brewington@abrewi3010
A2 it prevents and stifles curiosity along with creative problem solving. I tree forces the status quo I believe #hcsm
6:33

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@JBBC I was applying to our local TEDx to try to present on this, and the connection to patient, QS, bigdata. Fingers
crossed! #hcsm
6:33

Helen@heltweet
T2: 'compliance' & 'adherence' commonly in #Diabetes Perceived as Judgemental & Controlling ownership of the health
condition by #HCP #hcsm
6:33

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
T2: Compliance and adherence imply that the HCP is the expert and the patient, well, whatever #hcsm
6:33

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
T2 more than shift in use of terms, it's shift in FRAME of MIND. HCP & patients both need to discuss barriers to proper
health care #hcsm
6:34

Jennifer Gunter@DrJenGunter
@meganranney @laurencstill @choo_ek really helps me talk about complication rates, I say "how will you feel if you are in
the 1%" #hcsm
6:34

Marissa Lo@marissawylo
T2 Using terminology such as compliance and adherence may make it more difficult to form a therapeutic relationship
between HCP and pt #hcsm

6:34

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@mahoneyr The deal is WHY they don't comply or adhere. It's shorthand for "I don't agree" or "I don't understand." Find
out which #hcsm
6:34

Jeanette Anderson@jeanettegtf
T1 #hcsm for example, great surgeon in the OR, but abrupt during office visits or an FP with great quality, but always runs
behind. (2/2)
6:34

Patrick D. Herron@patrickdherron
@HealthSocMed T2 Article of interest related to terms and choice of using "concordance"
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/P… #hcsm
6:34

Terry Kind, MD MPH@Kind4Kids
Words matter along your career path too. It's not that you decide to "just" go into primary care. #meded #hcsm
6:34

DrFay@DrFayOnline
@choo_ek @laurencstill @DrJenGunter Agree! Data interpretation can lead 2 differ. implications among
providers;patients=bigger issue. #hcsm
6:34

Bill Long, MD, FAAP@Docbluebird
"compliance" sounds Orwellian and "adherence" sounds like Velcro--not fond of either term #hcsm
6:34

Lauren@laurencstill
@DrJenGunter @meganranney @choo_ek having accurate understanding can help you deal long term, be that days, weeks,
or years. #hcsm #pancan
6:35

Amy Gleason@ThePatientsSide
T2: I think adherence is less of a stigma than compliance. 15 yo daughter said that compliance is submissive. :) #hcsm
6:35

Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC
@pfanderson fingers AND toes crossed for you - good luck! #hcsm
6:35

Mark Salke@marksalke
Good advice. RT @JediPD: Always communicate at the level of understanding. #hcsm
6:35

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
T2 I disagree that "adherence" is judgmental. You're asking for my advice; if you don't take it, I have to be able to describe
that. #hcsm
6:35

MeredithGould@MeredithGould
T2 Compliance and adherence are words that separate patient from practioner and process. Patronizing and paternalistic.
#hcsm
6:35

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
@RTwithDrOffutt the point is that these words imply a hierarchical non collaborative version of healthcare, it hurts HCPs &
patients #hcsm

6:35

Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
T2 Too many variables in #literacy, #cultures, #ethnicity, #healthlit for one #survey to fit all #patients. #hcsm
6:35

Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC
@waisunchan T2 it doesn't fit a patient as partner model that's for sure #hcsm
6:35

April Foreman@DocForeman
@HealthSocMed ...Project neg meaning. Doesn't matter if the word is negative. It will get that connotation, and become
"code." #hcsm
6:36

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@HealthSocMed #hcsm For HCP those words are TERROR! Sadly healthcare systems in the U.S have been very poorly
regulated, Very bad outcomes
6:36

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
@pfanderson @mahoneyr or 'I can't afford' or 'I don't have the time' or 'That is a bigger inconvenience than you know' etc
#hcsm
6:36

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@bacigalupe Exactly. The patient should be the groveling supplicant at the doctor's throne or altar. (sarcasm) #hcsm
6:36

Aurelia Cotta@AureliaCotta

@bacigalupe I'm going to remember this when I go in this week myself :) #hcsm
6:36

Sunny Chan@waisunchan
T2 Pts chose to do what they want. HCPs can only educate, advise & ensure understanding. Does compliance fit in pt-centre
model? #hcsm
6:36

Bryan Vartabedian@Doctor_V
@MeredithGould I thought adherence generally recognized as acceptable #hcsm
6:36

Jennifer Gunter@DrJenGunter
What is T2? #hcsm
6:36

Megan Ranney MD MPH@meganranney
RT @ThePatientsSide: T2: I think adherence is less of a stigma than compliance. 15 yo daughter said that compliance is
submissive. :) #hcsm
6:36

Marissa Lo@marissawylo
RT @JediPD Always communicate at the level of understanding #hcsm
6:3
7

OneGrenouille@onegrenouille
T2 As patient I have major "compliance & adherence" issues w/MDs who don't listen to me & don't talk to me - or don't
make sense. #hcsm

6:
3
7

6:37

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
Adherence and compliance are the medical versions of "resistance" in the psychology world. Accountability for failure =
patient #hcsm
6:37

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@mahoneyr It is judgmental because it assumes that whatever the doctor said to do is better than what the patient decides to
do. #hcsm
6:37

MeredithGould@MeredithGould
@Doctor_V Seen as preferable to compliance but still gets pushback from educated/empowered patients. #hcsm
6:37

Esther Choo@choo_ek
.@laurencstill @DrJenGunter @meganranney Beyond stats, the truth is often: "We simply don't know" #hcsm
6:38

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
T2 Thnk good practice 2 document as if patient WILL request 2 see all your notes. Legally allowed a copy in most cases.
Dnt patronize. #hcsm
6:38

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
T2 I think we need to be careful to distinguish 1) HCP documentation/communication & 2) judgment of pt
@RTwithDrOffutt @pfanderson #hcsm
6:38

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@mahoneyr That's prolly true, BUT until the patient agrees, nothing changes. Perhaps instead of saying "adherence" say
misunderstood #hcsm
6:38

Esther Choo@choo_ek
.@laurencstill @meganranney @DrJenGunter My dream: "Just one moment. I'm going to step out & call our stats
interpreter" #hcsm
6:39

April Foreman@DocForeman
@bacigalupe Yep. What *I'd* like to see is a requirement for assessing adherence barriers each time a doc mentions it.
#hcsm
6:39

DrFay@DrFayOnline
@waisunchan True, but remember the social determinants impact what patients chose. It is not a zero sum game. #hcsm
6:39

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
HCPs & patients both have as a goal to cure but when patient is sick, the power is in the hands of the Dr. this is why words
matter #hcsm
6:39

Aurelia Cotta@AureliaCotta
@pfanderson @bacigalupe ok, I'm enjoying you two tonight. #hcsm
6:39

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@bacigalupe Adherence, compliance, resistance are all barriers to the e-patient movement, participatory medicine #hcsm

6:39

Mark Salke@marksalke
@heltweet And yet, Helen is it so critical that #diabetes patients 'comply.' What term should be used? #hcsm
6:39

Patrick D. Herron@patrickdherron
T2 What if we used terms to describe our colleagues? The "non-compliant" physician who fails to complete his charting?
#hcsm
6:39

Megan Ranney MD MPH@meganranney
Hmm E, that could be our long-term plan ;) MT @choo_ek "I'm going to step out & call our stats interpreter" @laurencstill
@DrJenGunter #hcsm
6:39

Marissa Lo@marissawylo
@bacigalupe What's ironic is that most HCPs enter their profession without this mindset at all! #hcsm
6:39

MeredithGould@MeredithGould
T2 Will changing the language be enough to change the culture? the system? Which is the tail/dog? #hcsm
6:40

Megan Ranney MD MPH@meganranney
YES!!! RT @DrFayOnline: @waisunchan True, but remember the social determinants impact what patients chose. It is not a
zero sum game. #hcsm
6:40

T2D Research@T2DRemission

@DrJenGunter @laurencstill @choo_ek docs, patients, stats, life, death: nytimes.com/2014/01/25/opi… #hcsm
6:40

Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC
@pfanderson certainly the terms take no account of the epatient movement #hcsm
6:40

DrFay@DrFayOnline
@choo_ek @meganranney @DrJenGunter @laurencstill Nog image what the patients will ask: Stats 099! #hcsm
6:40

madhusree singh MD@thinkalot
Yes!Need2Be aware..@Kind4Kids:Words matter along your career path too.It's not that you decide to "just" go into primary
care. #meded #hcsm
6:40

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@mahoneyr @RTwithDrOffutt Agree, but when record is open to patient, you have to think how they will interpret #hcsm
6:40

Bobby Ghaheri, MD@DrGhaheri
@MeredithGould Allowing doctors to not be penalized monetarily is the only thing that will change anything. #hcsm #cynic
6:40

Real Talk Dr. Offutt@RTwithDrOffutt
@mahoneyr @pfanderson Good points. documentation does NOT = judgment (what about open records?!) #hcsm
6:40

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
Not judgmental: if my treatment doesn't work because the patient isn't taking it, I need to be able to describe this.
@pfanderson #hcsm
6:40

PDara MD, FACP@JediPD
So if you are compliant with a joint-venture decision Btwn patient & doctor & adhere to it, the outcomes are mostly Better
#hcsm
6:40

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@mahoneyr @RTwithDrOffutt So, what are other ways to say the same thing, but nicer, more respectful, more open to
communication? :) #hcsm
6:41

Megan Ranney MD MPH@meganranney
.@bacigalupe I actually think the power is in the hands of the pt. The dr is but a momentary encounter (depending on the
dx)? #hcsm
6:41

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
Patients need to be part of a social movement, they´re in jeopardy if not #hcsm
6:41

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@patrickdherron #hcsm Privilege suspended in most hospitals till the physician complies
6:41

Bill Long, MD, FAAP@Docbluebird
@YinkaVidal @marksalke true we are making progress. Need to emphasize TEAM approach & partnership #hcsm

6:41

Marissa Lo@marissawylo
RT @Kind4Kids Words matter along your career path too. It's not that you decide to "just" go into primary care #meded
#hcsm
6:41

OneGrenouille@onegrenouille
T2 I am very good at failing to comply/adhere w/ meds that cause me intxns re other MDs or literature. Still documented
noncompliant. #hcsm
6:42

MeredithGould@MeredithGould
T2 Me? I think much of this change in mindset & language to go with it must happen in pre-med and medical school work.
#hcsm
6:42

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
@meganranney you mean when you have a high fever, 2 IVs, a caterer, low pressure, and unknown diagnosis? #hcsm
6:42

MeredithGould@MeredithGould
RT @bacigalupe: Patients need to be part of a social movement, they´re in jeopardy if not #hcsm #sociology
6:42

Helen@heltweet
@mahoneyr @pfanderson Patient definition: "adherence Faithful attachment; devotion." Differs from Med. defn.
synonym:obedience #hcsm
6:42

April Foreman@DocForeman
@mahoneyr @pfanderson Describe it, *and* be diagnostic about it, *and* have follow up plan. #hcsm
6:42

Bryan Vartabedian@Doctor_V
Confused. My convos with e-pt experts had me to believe that adherence was an acceptable word #hcsm
6:43

Mark Dimor@MarksPhone
Any studies specific to these 2 words? I’ve not heard them. Strikes me as a straw dog while we ignore true patient
engagement #hcsm
6:43

Real Talk Dr. Offutt@RTwithDrOffutt
@meganranney @bacigalupe Some power IS in the hands of the patient as they make choices. Assumes equal access to
healthcare though #hcsm
6:43

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@Docbluebird @marksalke #hcsm I agree all the way! We need team efforts for better patient education and compliance
6:43

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
This is not about bad doctors or non-compliant patients but about how to handle unequal power relation in a moment of
vulnerability #hcsm
6:43

Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC
T2 compliance defined by OED as" the action or fact of complying with a command" command is a strong word! #hcsm

6:43

Megan Ranney MD MPH@meganranney
Ah sorry, I was talking re: outpt care. That’s different- hope you’re ok. But you SHOULD still be part of the team.
@bacigalupe #hcsm
6:43

Glenn Lanteigne@GlennLanteigne
Great #hcsm tweet tonight, its there a T3, I have to go in a minute.
6:43

Amy Walsh@docamyewalsh
Terms like compliance assume that if you understand me you'll do what I say, there's not really a term for I understand, but
disagree #hcsm
6:44

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
(trying to keep up but twitter is thwarting me at every turn) #hcsm
6:44

MeredithGould@MeredithGould
@MarksPhone Oh great, now I gotta find data for you! #hcsm
6:44

Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis
@GlennLanteigne yes, it'll be up in a few! (re: T3) #hcsm
6:44

Sunny Chan@waisunchan

T2 sometimes I think terms like non-compliance are used for medico-legal defensive purposes in the health profession (just
incase) #hcsm
6:44

Real Talk Dr. Offutt@RTwithDrOffutt
@MeredithGould T2 #hcsm Totally agree - I still say phrases learned in Med Sch w/o thinking twice abt it. We need to
change the vocab there.
6:44

OneGrenouille@onegrenouille
T2 many issues - pt doesn't know enough/can't comply - lack knowledge or ability; pt who chooses not to; pt who dislikes
plan of care #hcsm
6:45

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
Non adherence is like the non english native saying to every question the border patrol asks. #hcsm
6:45

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
Fantastic T2 tonight. Thanks, all, for the open discussion from many perspectives! Moving to a related T3 next. #hcsm
6:45

KidsMediaDoc™@KidsMediaDoc
Hi everybody, just joining- #hcsm. Lurking for now, but great discussion!
6:45

Mark Dimor@MarksPhone
@MeredithGould No not at all just a general question. You should ignore me #hcsm

6:45

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@bacigalupe @meganranney #hcsm ? Septicemia or toxic shock! Or?
6:45

SPSMChat@SPSMChat
15 min until #SPSM chat 9pm CST. Crowdsource solutions for your SoMe and #suicide #prevention ideas! #hcsm #mhsm
6:45

Lauren@laurencstill
Step out to cook dinner, now I'm swamped. #hcsm
6:45

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
T2 What if we just all agree that "non-adherent" is essentially nonjudgmental but meant to neutrally describe a pt not taking
meds? #hcsm
6:45

Amy Walsh@docamyewalsh
@choo_ek actually read an article about cattle grazing that was a powerful reminder of that this week :) #hcsm
6:46

Glenn Lanteigne@GlennLanteigne
Was wondering who from #hcsm with be at #HIMSS14 next month? @HIMSS14 @HIMSS
6:46

bacigalupe@bacigalupe

@DrFayOnline @RTwithDrOffutt @meganranney totally agree, we are talking here with access and more #hcsm
6:46

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
TOPIC 3 - Are pts asked to self-identify barriers to treatment/success w/ treatment? Pts, would it help? HCPs - do you ask
your pts? #hcsm
6:46

Gilles Frydman@gfry
@marksalke How much allocated to explain to patients the reason for each part of their treatment? Enough to have
intelligent convo? #hcsm
6:46

T2D Research@T2DRemission
T2 Labeling me noncompliant gets us into will and power relationships. #hcsm
6:46

Esther Choo@choo_ek
T2 totally sabotaged by Ringo Starr & side conversation on stats. #hcsm
6:46

Real Talk Dr. Offutt@RTwithDrOffutt
@docamyewalsh T2 #hcsm maybe "compliance" means carrying mutually out agreed upon plan. Doc must make sure pt is
on board for this, & v.v.
6:46

Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis
T3 live at #hcsm: Are pts asked to self-identify barriers to treatment/success w/ treatment? Pts, would it help? HCPs - do
you ask your pts?

6:46

MeredithGould@MeredithGould
T2 Aaaaaand, once again, we loop around to health literacy, which is woefully lacking. #hcsm
6:47

PDara MD, FACP@JediPD
"Power" in Medicine is a Zero sum game. Give and Take to understand the patient, disease, cause (if) and joint decision in
management #hcsm
6:47

Helen@heltweet
@marksalke You may need more than one word & it will need to be a Systems descriptor. It is in talking with the pt that
lang. matters #hcsm
6:47

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
T2 T3 Think we need to think about the chronic and acute illness distinction as well as access and SDHO #hcsm
6:47

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
Ok. So just tell me what word to use when "patient's INR is too low because patient is not taking coumadin". @pfanderson
@DocForeman #hcsm
6:48

Mark Salke@marksalke
@gfry I say, yes. But it depneds, doesn't it? #hcsm
6:48

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson

@mahoneyr I just can't agree, not until the phrase used for that means something patients in general will understand as
meaning that #hcsm
6:48

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
T3 yes, yes, & yes! Identifying barriers so key 2 plan. Let pt know its ok if they have barriers, call them out & see if can
overcome! #hcsm
6:48

T2D Research@T2DRemission
T2 The 2 terms are not rhetorically equivalent. I can adhere or not to a regimen without elements of disobedience or
rebellion implied #hcsm
6:48

Esther Choo@choo_ek
T3: Learned the hard way to ask about the barriers (DM bounced back twice with insulin "noncompliance" b4 I realized: no
frig) #hcsm
6:48

Lauren@laurencstill
@mahoneyr so like my mom saying "fine"? It will still carry internalized judgment. #hcsm
6:48

MeredithGould@MeredithGould
T3 I've given up on HCPs asking for that info, so I provide it, e.g., "this is how I take in info," "this what I do when in pain"
#hcsm
6:48

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@HealthSocMed #hcsm T3: No! We don't ask patients' opinion! Are you kidding We just drop treatment like time bomb
and see what happens later

6:49

Amy Walsh@docamyewalsh
T3 Whenever a pt isn't taking a prescribed med relevant to what I'm seeing them for, I ask. Often amazingly easy to find
solution #hcsm
6:49

April Foreman@DocForeman
@mahoneyr @pfanderson I personally don't care about the word. But think you should then note why not taking it, and plan
to take it. #hcsm
6:49

Megan Ranney MD MPH@meganranney
T3 as acute care provider I have diff perspective, bc I (hopefully) won’t see pts back - so can’t reassess on next visit #hcsm
(1/2)
6:49

Bryan Vartabedian@Doctor_V
@janadegrand @HealthSocMed followed suggests passive #hcsm
6:49

Real Talk Dr. Offutt@RTwithDrOffutt
@MeredithGould #hcsm Yes. So sad. Trying to help teens become health literate so they make wise choices that impact
their lives postively
6:49

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@HealthSocMed And there is what "noncompliance" & "nonadherence" are really about. WHY NOT? Can't, don't
understand, disagree, won't? #hcsm

6:49

HIMSS14@HIMSS14
RT @GlennLanteigne: Was wondering who from #hcsm with be at #HIMSS14 next month? @HIMSS14 @HIMSS
6:49

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
T3 Patients often do not self-identify barriers because it makes it seem like their illness is their fault. Only natural. #hcsm
6:49

Amy Gleason@ThePatientsSide
T3: I don't even know that many patients know that they have "barriers." Just know they don't agree, don't have time, get
sick, no $ #hcsm
6:49

Alan Brewington@abrewi3010
A3 I don't think I've ever been to self identify barriers to treatment by a doc. I have on multiple times by my physical
therapist #hcsm
6:50

Terry Kind, MD MPH@Kind4Kids
And how do y'all feel about the word prescription? #hcsm
6:50

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
@mahoneyr @pfanderson @DocForeman question 2 ask ourselves is what or how are we communicating & what am I
missing in her/his context #hcsm
6:50

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson

@T2DRemission That AND saying, "maybe you should see a shrink" instead of running tests or listening #hcsm
6:50

Esther Choo@choo_ek
.@YinkaVidal @HealthSocMed In general, this is true & sad #hcsm
6:50

Patrick D. Herron@patrickdherron
T3 @choo_ek I would think this exp is very common, assume no barriers until issue of "compliance" arises... #hcsm
6:50

Megan Ranney MD MPH@meganranney
MT @docamyewalsh: T3 Whenever a pt isn't taking a prescribed med, I ask. Often amazingly easy to find solution #hcsm
6:51

Jennifer Gunter@DrJenGunter
@hollylocks yes I know but I wanted to know t2 on #hcsm
6:51

Marissa Lo@marissawylo
1/2 T3 As a student, there has been an emphasis on a strengths-based approach. . However, taking a holistic approach and
addressing #hcsm
6:51

Helen@heltweet
@mahoneyr @pfanderson @DocForeman Why does it have to be one word? Why not 'pt did not take coumadin' add e.g. 'pt
said they forgot' #hcsm

6:51

Brian Ahier@ahier
Study Shows How Social Media Engages People with Chronic Diseases bit.ly/1fgJrYv #hcsm
6:51

Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
T3 Asking the question is accepting responsibility for the answer. Much like Army #DontAsk, #DontTell policy.Few will go
there #hcsm
6:51

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@mahoneyr @DocForeman Is there a way to say patient lacks (understanding/ability/funds) to take meds? And figure out
which one? #hcsm
6:51

MeredithGould@MeredithGould
@pfanderson @T2DRemission Especially problemmatic when "hidden" chronic illness are involved #hcsm
6:51

KidsMediaDoc™@KidsMediaDoc
@HealthSocMed Great question; important question #hcsm
6:51

OneGrenouille@onegrenouille
T3 was asked by MD if I could get to costco & if so could get rx as otc meds on the cheap... if not would figure out
alternative #hcsm
6:52

Esther Choo@choo_ek

.@patrickdherron A humbling, heartbreaking experience: pt was too ashamed to mention barriers. Completely changed my
practice #hcsm T3
6:52

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@DocForeman @mahoneyr If the word is commonly misunderstood by patients, the word choice becomes problematic
#hcsm
6:52

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@mahoneyr #hcsm You're right. Some patients are even afraid to admit treatment failures. Afraid to go back to their
physician
6:52

April Foreman@DocForeman
@heltweet @mahoneyr @pfanderson Pt. reports routinely forgetting medication. Problem-solved how to set alerts in phone.
RtC X1 wk f/u. #hcsm
6:52

Marissa Lo@marissawylo
2/2 T3 the barriers allows the HCP and pt to problem-solve and determine solutions for treatment success #hcsm
6:52

Ross Morton@signindoc
#hcsm T3 Often ask reasons why folks are non adherent - answer is always the same: don't feel any better or worse one way
or the other.
6:52

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
@heltweet @mahoneyr @pfanderson @DocForeman This info SO much more helpful, especially when other providers
read. #hcsm

6:53

April Foreman@DocForeman
@pfanderson @mahoneyr Sure. :) #hcsm
6:53

KidsMediaDoc™@KidsMediaDoc
@Docbluebird Agreed- I know I could be more consistent in this area. #hcsm
6:53

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
@serious_skeptic experiences this week, I don't recommend 2 have, helped clarify some thoughts :) (and be less afraid of
stating them) #hcsm
6:53

Real Talk Dr. Offutt@RTwithDrOffutt
@nursefriendly T3 #hcsm - I don't think asking makes the HCP accountable for all, may help pt understand some barriers
are theirs to address
6:53

dr suzyy hall@drsuzyyhall
My present concern for barriers to pt treatment/success is our current state of high deductible insurance plans #hcsm
#ACAWomen
6:53

Esther Choo@choo_ek
.@onegrenouille Wonderful to hear this is part of someone's practice #hcsm T3
6:53

MeredithGould@MeredithGould

@mahoneyr @pfanderson How about simply asking, "Why aren't you taking it?" and then charting the answer? #hcsm
6:54

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
@DocForeman @mahoneyr @pfanderson please not, IMHO DBT is full of archetypical expert like denying of patient´s
agency #hcsm
6:54

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@choo_ek @patrickdherron #hcsm Thanks Esther! That's my point I know a cancer patient afraid to visit her doctor, not
knowing what to expect
6:54

T2D Research@T2DRemission
@meganranney @docamyewalsh Per UCSF: Poor diabetics DO take meds, run out of food at EoM and end up cyclically
hospitalized as hypo. #hcsm
6:54

Amy Walsh@docamyewalsh
@RTwithDrOffutt I think that's a great definition, much more rare than it should be in practice #hcsm
6:54

DrFay@DrFayOnline
@MeredithGould @pfanderson @T2DRemission AND with stigmatized conditions...this could be a big issue. #hcsm
6:54

April Foreman@DocForeman
@pfanderson @mahoneyr ...Provided education on side effects. Agreed to daily nurse check in to ease pt. anxiety...etc.
#hcsm

6:54

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@mahoneyr Words may/may not impact Tx, I'm thinking of larger prob of SOLVING issue of 1) pt not taking meds 2) pt
understanding EHR #hcsm
6:55

Glenn Lanteigne@GlennLanteigne
T3: we are seeing HCPs in Canada asking pts to identify barriers in the system and picking up on how best to use #sm
@danamlewis #hcsm
6:55

MeredithGould@MeredithGould
@onegrenouille crazy = iatrongenic #hcsm
6:55

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
@signindoc For some meds important 2 explain that u may not feel better, but ur blood pressure/glucose goes down. This y
impt... #hcsm
6:55

April Foreman@DocForeman
@bacigalupe @mahoneyr @pfanderson Didn't understand your sentence...Can you elaborate? #hcsm
6:55

SPSMChat@SPSMChat
5 min until #SPSM. Tonight: spsmchat.wordpress.com/2014/01/26/ok-… #hcsm #mhsm #suicide #prevention
6:55

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed

Time to wrap up tonight's thought-provoking #hcsm chat - last thoughts for the evening, everyone?
6:55

Megan Ranney MD MPH@meganranney
yes! #SDoH =huge. As are co-occurring issues like #substance use #mentalhealth prblms etc. Heartbreaking
@T2DRemission @docamyewalsh #hcsm
6:55

Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis
RT @HealthSocMed Time to wrap up tonight's thought-provoking #hcsm chat - last thoughts for the evening, everyone?
6:56

Clay Chappell, MD@CChappellMD
A3: Always ask about side effects of meds, cost.Some pts. are forthcoming,others are not.Have to impress importance of
communication. #hcsm
6:56

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
2) Why is patient not taking meds? Can't stop problem-solving process halfway. @MeredithGould @pfanderson #hcsm
6:56

PDara MD, FACP@JediPD
@MeredithGould @mahoneyr @pfanderson The rush to "Chart" rather than understand the "taking" is a travesty of modern
day medicine #hcsm
6:56

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@DocForeman @mahoneyr Bingo! Patient disagreed with treatment plan. #hcsm

6:56

Glenn Lanteigne@GlennLanteigne
There was #smhc2014 conference yesterday in #toronto - key topic was using #sm to help pts identify and eliminate barriers
#hcsm
6:56

CancerGeek@CancerGeek
When focus on what we can measure, we r prisoners of past; its impossible to create a future that is diff than an extrapolated
past #hcsm
6:56

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
@DocForeman @mahoneyr @pfanderson I was being careful with not trying to find the solution in some sort of DB therapy
#hcsm
6:56

Megan Ranney MD MPH@meganranney
we can dream! :) @RTwithDrOffutt @DrFayOnline @bacigalupe #hcsm
6:56

MeredithGould@MeredithGould
@mahoneyr @pfanderson Simple, direct questions in words/language the pt. understands. Repeat to assure understanding.
Chart. #hcsm
6:56

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@DocForeman @mahoneyr Nice way to explain it. Simple & clear to all concerned. #hcsm
6:56

DrFay@DrFayOnline
@choo_ek @RTwithDrOffutt @meganranney @bacigalupe Excellent approach! #hcsm Getting the conversation going to
create a partnership approach.
6:57

OneGrenouille@onegrenouille
@MeredithGould +1 indeed! MDs make pts with #raredisease even nuttier #hcsm
6:57

Ross Morton@signindoc
@docamyewalsh @RTwithDrOffutt "compliance" is wrong term - adherence or concordance?, but in really "why don't you"
is what we need #hcsm
6:57

Alan Brewington@abrewi3010
A3 wondering if the barrier question has a age component to it. #hcsm
6:57

Amy Gleason@ThePatientsSide
T3: sometimes you have to get creative and accept that lifestyle may also play a part in barriers. Eg sun and outdoor
activities #hcsm
6:57

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
CT Playing the 'blame game' in medicine is not the way to go. Identify barriers. Measure patient satisfaction. Be open 2
revise plans. #hcsm
6:57

Helen@heltweet
@YinkaVidal @choo_ek @patrickdherron Yes! the shame of a #T2diabetic cannot be overestimated. #judgement words =
no #HCP visits #hcsm

6:57

DrFay@DrFayOnline
@RTwithDrOffutt @meganranney @bacigalupe Got you! We are together. #hcsm
6:58

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
To be clear: I agree that reasons for not taking meds is important. I also want to be able to document that pt is not taking
meds. #hcsm
6:58

Megan Ranney MD MPH@meganranney
“negligent” is a little strong. Sometimes there’s nothing (sadly) that provider CAN do, even if we try @nursefriendly
@RTwithDrOffutt #hcsm
6:58

Esther Choo@choo_ek
.@CancerGeek Whoa. *mind exploding* #hcsm
6:58

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
(FYI no #hcsm next week! (moderator is not sure Seattle's internet will hold up;)) We chat next on Sun 2/9 @ 8pm CT!
#hcsm Spread the word)
6:58

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@MeredithGould @mahoneyr And active listening. Ask patient to say what they think they heard, in their own words.
#hcsm
6:58

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
@meganranney @RTwithDrOffutt @DrFayOnline access is a necessary condition for quality but quality and equity is the
vision #hcsm
6:59

Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@RTwithDrOffutt T3 At the very least, you refer to socialworker, then if no other option, re-evaluate treatment plan#PrudentDoctors #hcsm
6:59

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
World of ICD-9 (and soon ICD-10) does not allow for this level of complexity. This is not my fault. @DocForeman
@pfanderson #hcsm
6:59

Ross Morton@signindoc
@jchevinsky hard concept to get across, like investing in the Stock Market for the long term #hcsm
6:59

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
@mahoneyr Good point in that need 2 think bout practicality. Practically HCPs can't always be incredibly PC when
documenting- no time. #hcsm
6:59

Yinka Vidal@YinkaVidal
@DocForeman @pfanderson @mahoneyr #hcsm She was even afraid or ashamed to tell her own brother she had cancer
until it was just too late!
7:00

P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@marksalke Yes, once, when battered wife, I couldn't "adhere" cuz DH locked me in the bathroom. Was too ashamed to

admit why #hcsm
7:00

bacigalupe@bacigalupe
Patient barriers are often put in parenthesis by HCPs when we are talking about chronic illness. Most barriers are SDOH.
#hcsm
7:00

Michael A. Weiss@HospitalPatient
MUST READ - A Not-To-Do List 4 #Caregivers of #Chronic #Disease | #Psychology Today bit.ly/19QAa9L #hcsm #mhsm
7:00

Alan Brewington@abrewi3010
Final thought - keep talking about improvement of system and try to do one thing to make a patients quality of life a little
better. #hcsm
7:00

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
That's a wrap on tonight's #hcsm chat! Thanks, all, for an incredible discussion. See you in TWO weeks on Sun, 2/9, @ 8pm
CT for next #hcsm.

